Description

Vocabulary.com combines the world’s smartest dictionary with an adaptive learning game that will have students in grades 5-12 mastering new words in a short period of time. Vocabulary.com teaches words by systematically exposing students to a wide array of question types and activities that will help students understand all the meanings and nuances of new words they’re learning.

Rationale

Vocabulary.com will be used to improve vocabulary and comprehension skills of 5th-12th grade students as part of our Balanced Literacy Framework. Its use aligns to two of our re-calibrated strategic goals of: improving middle school student achievement and ensuring college and career readiness for all graduates.

School Participation and PD 2018-19

All BCPS Elementary, Middle, High Schools

• Grades 5-12

Sign up for PD in My Learning Plan!

• Course Title: Using Vocabulary.com in the Content Areas
• Course Details: Fully Online Course (8 in-service points)